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used, the dependence of manufacturers on capital collected
from a variety of sources, the growth of country banks
Indicate a general attempt to overcome the lack of organised
capital, and no one can read the history of the firm of
Boulton and Watt without realising the difficulties of the
progressive capitalist. But whilst fluctuations in trade
brought trouble to the capitalist they brought ruin to the
worker. As the Rev. John Clayton remarked in 1755, " our
working People . . . live so entirely from hand to mouth
that every little accident, that prevents a single week's
work, reduces them absolutely to the state of paupers."1
In general, conditions were worst In unskilled trades where
overcrowding, particularly with agricultural workers, was
most easy, and where the hand-worker was competing with
the machine. The hand-worker could scarcely hope to
maintain the pace, and in time of depression it was easier
for the manufacturer to leave him unemployed than to have
his mill Idle.
The factory-worker objected to the factory on grounds ^£k ^3
otter than of its unhealthy condition or Its low wages.    He objection
resisted its discipline, its supervision and its mass treatment, factory.
He objected to the regularity of its work, and to his loss of
holidays, which, under the domestic system, often amounted
to three days a week.,'   The factory also was in his mind
associated with the workhouse.    " Since, then, the work-
house had become a kind of factory, it was perhaps natural
that the factory should be regarded as a kind of workhouse/ *^;
The workers of the later eighteenth century were also more
mentally active than their predecessors; the religious revival
assisted their awakening to a realisation of evils which they
had tolerated before; and child labour, though perhaps not
more widespread than before, aroused greater opposition.
Moreover, there was a great contrast between the conditions
of the firsx and the second half of the century.   During the
first half,  harvests were bountiful and conditions were
improving rapidly; wheaten bread came into general use,
and meat became a more usual item in the worker's menu.
1	Wadsworth and Mann, op. oit.t p. 387.
2	Redford, Labour Migration in England,
 1800-50, p. 22.

